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TURNING 5
NO SMALL FEAT!
On July 4th, EDU360 turned five years old! We
were sad not to be able to celebrate then but are
thrilled to be hosting a not-to-be-missed, virtual
5th Birthday Celebration Fundraiser online on
Saturday, August 28th from 6 pm.
We are busy putting together an incredibly special
line-up for you – full of surprises and fun. To
purchase your Family Ticket for the evening,
please watch out for your invitation and Quicket
link. Soiree Family Value Tickets are going on sale
this weekend.

SLEEP - ESSENTIAL T0 GROWTH AND LEARNING
We are noticing more of our students are struggling to stay awake during the day and complain of utter exhaustion. The most common
culprit is a late nighttime routine and often this time is spent watching television or on a device. We know that the algorithms created to
make games highly interactive also make them highly addictive. This subconscious lighting design conspires to rob us of sleep - it is the
type of light emitted from screens, which suppresses the body’s natural ability to produce the sleep-inducing hormone melatonin, making
it harder to fall asleep.
We also know that the human brain is only fully developed by as late as 25 years old! Thus, the teenage brain is still very much ‘work in
progress,’ with the prefrontal cortex the last to develop. This part of the brain is responsible for planning, prioritising, judgment, impulse
control and the ability to understand the consequences of your actions. Meaning that the teenager is not always able to make the best
decisions for him/herself and thus, needs a whole lot of understanding and some gentle, but firm guidance.
In addition, this stage of cognitive development requires more sleep than when he/she was ten and growth spurts also weigh into the
equation. The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), Johns Hopkins Paediatrician Dr Michael Crocetti, and sleep experts around the
world concur: 9 ½ to 10 hours sleep per night is what a teenager needs.
As difficult as it is to parent in these teenage years and wanting desperately not to compromise the quality of our relationship with our
child, it is natural to concede something – and often, this is the fight over screen-time.

The result, however, is a more fractious, tired and irritable teenager, less capable of learning. How can we change this pattern?
The best way to encourage your growing teenager to achieve the 9 ½ to 10 hours of sleep per night is to set good habits early
on or establish new (good) habits as soon as possible. Good planning and making this plan together with your teenager, helps
with buy-in. Here are some practical ideas for planning:
Encourage your child to use the dedicated homework hour at school to finish homework, OR, to get it done as soon after
getting home as possible – with the reward being an hour of screen time before dinner, so the later evening hours (7 or 8 9 pm) can be device-free.
Once homework is completed, they get their parent authorised reward.
Some children are particularly goal driven. This combined with being “tech-savvy” may be inspiration to get a watch that is
able to track their sleep (as well as things like exercise goals). They may find this rewarding, or you could incentivise
achieving these goals.
Ideally, there will be time in the late afternoon for a bit of exercise - a walk/run with the dog, rough-and-tumble outside, or
punching a punching bag, etc.
Before or after family dinner, a hot shower/bath.
If your child has a challenging time ‘switching off’, encourage him/her to read an actual book. Spend time together looking
for books based on his/her interests.
Stick to this routine fiercely, as it will help establish good habits for life.
Over weekends and in holiday times, keep screen-time rules the same, with no devices after 8 pm, but allow teenagers to
go to sleep later and wake later within reason. Sleeping the day away does not help with regulating circadian rhythm – the
sunlight hours are needed for better sleep. SO, rather wake at a reasonable time and have an afternoon nap, recommends
Dr Crocetti. Also, if you drop all good habits and routine during holidays, getting back on-schedule is even harder.
It is worth noting that these messages are being reinforced by us in Life Skills and Homegroup. Should you need some support
in this regard, reach out to us. The EDU360 team is always here to help.

REFLECTING ON LESSONS LEARNED
- ONLINE VERSUS ON CAMPUS
It has been over a year now since our world changed dramatically. Most significant was the ‘new normal’ of students learning online from home. EDU360
began Term two in 2021 after the March-April school holidays, online. It was a relatively smooth transition as existing students were already familiar
with the Teams platform and how to access help from our internal IT experts.
While we were nicely positioned for this transition, online learning left teachers and students alike feeling isolated, discombobulated, remote, removed
and even lonely. We oscillated from online to on Campus (under strict COVID-19 protocols) as the dynamic changed over the following months.
We were impressed with many of our students who managed to move between online learning and onsite learning with relative ease. Despite this, being
online, a portion of learning was lost, as it proved extremely difficult to keep up with the curriculum online with technical glitches and apathy setting-in
as our future seemed so uncertain.
Having the chance to be back on Campus for longer stretches, albeit with new rules, students grabbed onto the opportunities to learn with both hands.
We were full throttle once again! Students were also rekindling their friendships, engaging their social skills, and emerging triumphantly from what felt
like a deep sleep. Teachers were able to determine if and where learning gaps had occurred, and they themselves thrived again with the dynamic
interaction only “live” teaching permits.
We now have experience which tells us online learning is entirely possible. For a small minority, being online is feasible but only if the child has a plethora
of other opportunities for meaningful, live interaction, as well as a support structure ensuring the routine and work ethic yields educational gains in real
time.
For most, online learning is not the best option. In the quiet surroundings of home, many become withdrawn and removed. While some may be motivated
to do the work required at the expected standard for a period, this motivation naturally dwindles without meaningful, live engagement in the process and
outcome. Other critical life skills, like interacting, collaborating, engaging, negotiating and simply ‘being’ among peers and adults, is lost. These are skills
and all skills need to be practiced continuously.
As parents or guardians, we do whatever we can to make sure our children are getting the absolute best education and life experiences possible. It is
easy to think being safe at home is the right thing to do; and many children have felt reluctant to return to Campus after so long at home, making the
decision even harder for parents and guardians. Please remember we are here to help. Reach out to us for support or to discuss this in more detail.

DIARISE OUR NEXT PARENT DIALOGUE,
AUGUST 25TH
Join us on Wednesday, the 25th of August at 7pm for this
month's Parent Dialogue.
Counselling psychologist, Etienne De Beer, will talk to
parents and students about substance use and abuse.
Etienne spent much of his early career working at
Houghton House, a facility in Johannesburg that focuses
on Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation. He now works with
adults and children alike in many different areas of
mental health, including addiction, trauma and other
emotional or adjustment difficulties.
Etienne will use this opportunity to inform parents and
teachers of the cold, hard facts of substance use and
other addictions, as well as how we - as influential adults
in their lives, can assist them in making positive choices.

TEACHER PARENT CONSULTATIONS
Thank you for joining us online
or in person for our Teacher
Parent Consultations this week.
As always, it is wonderful to
have the opportunity to discuss
our students’ progress and
accomplishments.
Thank you for your feedback, it
is valued and motivating.

LIFE SKILLS IN UNPRECEDENTED TIMES –
TEACHER LYNETTE NGWENYA
We are interested in the mental health and wellbeing of our students - one way to
screen for worries is to draw a worry tree and list our worries in the branches. We
then acknowledged these worries by blowing bubbles and releasing them. We also
challenged our worries with facts. We learned that we usually worry about things
that have happened in the past, or things we think will happen in the future. Often
these things that we worry about never materialise. And of course, all this worrying
takes up a lot of time and energy.
During these unusual times, we all pleaded to be Warriors instead of Worriers. This
activity is something that we will continue to practise regularly. Like good hygiene,
mindfulness must be done regularly to reap the benefits!

Once upon a time there was a forest of trees.
Each tree had a name attached to it. And when the wind
blew… instead of the rustling of leaves, you could hear words.
Words of worry. Like for example, “What if I’m not good
enough?” or, “What if I fail this test?”

THE WORRY
TREE

Every time someone worried, the trees grew, or more trees
grew. It is not good for fear of having a physical form. Ever.
One day, someone had enough of worrying, and decided to
write their worries down on a piece of paper, and then burn
the paper. When they burned the paper, the tree(s) with their
name caught on fire and burned.
You may think that it is sad that the tree caught on fire but
remember that it was not a real tree. It was a worry tree. A
tree that has been created from worry and fear…
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COVID-19 Protocols
Please rest assured that EDU360 continues to follow all COVID-19 protocols. This includes:
Access control with health screening and temperature monitoring upon entry.
No visitors without appointments.
Mandatory masks – one to be worn at all times (correctly) and a spare.
Regular sanitising and hand washing.
Social distancing.
No sharing of food, utensils or school supplies.
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